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Parachute-jumping in high mountains goes back almost to the birth of para
chuting, and the difficulties encountered have been a stimulant rather than
an obstacle to progress. It was the military who, from 1935, realised the value
of such a technique. Then, between 1955 and 1962, came a period of records.
For the last five or six years jumping in snow has become routine, and is a
splendid means of initiation into parachuting for sport.

From the end of the First World 'Var, at a time when the sport of parachuting
was in its infancy here, Russia and Germany were already training their
airborne troops with operational practice jumps in mountains of moderate
height.

The Germans even went so far as to try jumps in free-fall, without parachutes,
from aircraft skimming the surface of deep snow-fields, but losses from
concussion and asphyxiation were so great that the experiment was soon
stopped; however soft the reception may be, a parachute is essential if one is
to arrive safe and sound! Nevertheless, each rule has its exception, this one
in the person of an American machine-gunner who jumped from a burning
Flying Fortress at 6000 m without a parachute; he was first slowed down
by pine trees, and deep snow did the rest, so that he came out of it with
only a broken leg. This astounding story is still, as far as I know, unique,
which is understandable when one remembers that a human body in free
fall can exceed a speed of 200 km/hour.

The first high-altitude jumping course was opened by the Centre de Grenoble,
whose dynamic paraclub had only a choice of landing grounds at least half
an hour's flight from the future Olympic town. In January 1955 a 'stick' was
dropped on the Alpe du Mont de Lans (1600 m), then at the Alpe d'Huez
(1900 m). Serious business began in April 1955 on the Dome du Gouter
(4304 m).

In September 1961, Dubourg, Bonnet and Daniel Camus (a journalist from
Paris-Match) jumped from 600 m above the summit of Mont Blanc (4807 m)
under difficult weather conditions with a wind varying in strength and
direction. A section of the Chasseurs Alpins, brought in to look after safety,
had laid out ropes to mark the limits of the jumping area. It was lucky they
did, for Camus, having failed to unhook quickly enough, was being dragged
towards the precipices which fall away below the Italian frontier, and would
certainly have gone over had it not been for the ropes. This jump on Mont
Blanc is in my view the most audacious of its kind, knowing the smallness of
the landing area and the capriciousness of the wind at this height.
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A year later another team comprising Dubois, Jean Claude Camus (a medical
student) and Couture mounted an expedition to land on Kilimanjaro (5895 m)
in Tanganyika (Tanzania). The difficulties here are totally different. The
jumping area is spacious and the weather more stable, but an aircraft must
be found which will fly at more than 7000 m, one must jump with an oxygen
mask, and arrange for a welcoming party with additional oxygen to reach the
area as quickly as possible. After two abortive attempts, success was achieved
on 2 March when, thanks to the first manoeuvrable parachutes, the three
parachutists landed in line 200 m from the porters, then followed the long
interminable descent, fourteen hours forced marching with 30 kg of equip
ment, to regain the first civilised village.

Is there any possibility that we can set our personal record even higher by
landing at an altitude exceeding 6000 m? Some have suggested Aconcagua,
but the exiguity of the crest at the summit and the violent high-altitude
winds which blow for most of the year rule out any attempt there. Certainly
the Himalaya are not lacking in gentle peaks culminating between 6000 and
7000 m. But the realisation of a long-distance expedition, the necessity of
having a nearby aerodrome, the organisation of a well-equipped welcoming
party, the difficulties of obtaining permission, and the high cost, would make
such an enterprise unreasonable for us, for an objective which is very debat
able anyway.

The era of height records having thus ended for the time being, parachuting
in snow was developed in depth from 1964; each winter sports resort with
an air strip became a centre for snow-jumping. In the Pyrenees, the Alps and
the Vosges the number of enthusiasts multiplied; the skiers of Courcheval,
of l'Alpe d'Huez and of la Plagne grew accustomed to seeing each Sunday
multicoloured cupolas slowly descending, supporting figures who sank gently
into the snow.

After several thousand jumps on every possible landing area, and the estab
lishment of instructors trained in this new activity, parachuting in snow
became possible for anyone who wished to savour the powerful sensations of
this sport without having to undergo a long and exacting training; the hour
of 'initiation jumps' had arrived.

The formalities are minimal; for instance, Monsieur Dupont, a respectable
family man, spends ten days at a winter sports resort. He learns from the
local papers or from posters that there are to be jumping sessions, usually
on Sundays. Although he has no idea what a parachute is like, and has never
been in an aeroplane before, he would like to try the adventure, confident
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that the organisers know their job and will guarantee that there is no danger
to him.

On arrival at the air strip, he has a quick medical check as required b the
authoritie . The doctor is usuall provided by the organiser. Then an
instructor choo es his gear for him, adjusting it to his size, and show him
how to put it on and, what is more important, take it off again when he touches
down. He also checks that he is adequately clothed and that his hoes do not
have any projections which could catch in the harness while the parachute i
opening; he then fits him with a helmet of the proper size. Finally all the
candidates are a embled for briefing; an outline of the procedure is explained
and the are reminded of the principal safety regulations, the eventual open
ing of the safety parachute and the place of the rendezvou on the ground.

The preliminaries having lasted for about an hour on average, the 'stick' set
off on board the aircraft, usually a Pi latus Porter. They queeze five or six
into the small cabin and the leader attaches carefully the strap which enable
the parachute to open automatically. The take-off make a deep impression
on i\fon ieur Dupont, who begin to wonder whether he may not have made
a mistak. cold violent draught comes in through the partly open hatch
and the plane has no sooner left the ground than it is flying 0 er dark and
sinister precipic . But soon he arrives 0 er familiar ummit, flying acras
ski tracks he ha often u ed, and he recognise over to one side hi hotel and
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its large terraces bathed in sunshine where hi friends are finishing br akfast
... the moment of anguish is passed. Certainly there remains an honest fear
which is not to be denied, but he knows now he can contain it.

fhe aircraft makes some passes above the D.Z. (dropping zone); the leader,
hi chest half out of the machine, takes hi bearings by trailing some bright
coloured treamer ; the distance tra elled during their de cent enables him
to gauge accurately the wind strength and direction. This time all is ready,
the motor lows down, then a signal to the pilot for a final correction of
course and the leader turns miling to Monsieur Dupont. Everything is
simple; move to the door sit on the edge, legs out in pace, arms cros ed on
the safety parachute-all this seems to happen at once. Then at the command
'Go, with a vi oraus clap on the shoulder he falls forward, relieved to have
dared and a tonished at the ea ine s of it.

Two unreal econd that seem like a century and the sudden tension of the
harness tells him that the free-faU is ended. He only has to wait calmly,
avidly taking in the cenery he discovers all around him.
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But already an authoritative voice disturbs his thoughts; on the D.Z. an
instructor reminds him by means of a loudspeaker of the final safety pre
cautions: pull in your legs, watch the ground, tuck in your elbows. He forgets
to roll over as he has seen trained parachutists do so often at the cinema;
with his legs buried up to the knees, he finds himself sitting in the snow,
out of breath, his eyes shining, and is filled with an intense joy that nothing
will lessen ...

Every winter, hundreds of Monsieur Duponts go snow-jumping. Some find
only a pleasant addition to a sporting holiday, while others experience such
a psychological impact that they return sometimes two or three consecutive
Sundays; then finally convinced, they enrol for a preliminary training course
in the summer. It is a matter of pride for the promoters of this activity
when they consider that parachuting in snow, for long neglected, has now
come of age and all corners can now undertake that which was hitherto
reserved for a minority.
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